
I'd been on this trail for over two decades, but now, I had hope my search would be over.
The start of my voyage had been a line in my great-grandmother's diary. She'd been a Highlands girl 
who'd gone to London to work in the war effort, the First World War that is. It had been just a single, 
cryptic line: “Just like the Tree said I would, I met Justin at Paddington Station.” Justin had been great-
grans one true love, and he had died at the Battle of St. Quentin Canal. My grandfather had been born 
in November 1918, just short of a month after his father had died. With a child and the war effort 
winding down, great-gran had taken employment with a rich American family living in London. When 
they went home, they took their maid/governess with them. That's how I came to be an American.
Now, I was back in the land that had given birth to my great-grandmother, sitting in a pub not far from 
where she'd been born. The King's Head felt like a place that had existed since time began. There was 
dirt ground into every crack in the worn-smooth half-timbers sticking out of the plastered walls. No one
smoked, but generations of smokers had flooded the fiber of the place with their fumes, leaving the air 
still smelling faintly of them. One who had added to that nicotine stench sat across from me.
Jamie Smith's withered hand occasionally twitched towards his shirt pocket before pulling away, like 
he was reaching for a pack of 'fags', as he'd called them when he first sat down to talk to me. According
to him, he'd quit smoking decades ago, but the habitual motions were still there as he sat, trying to 
answer my question without actually saying anything.
“Och, aye, everyone's heard of Annag MacRae and how she went over to America. Banavie's sent many
a young lad and lass out into the world, and she was one of many who left the Highlands duing the 
Great War. But the last of her family died, oh, twenty years ago. I could show ye her father's stone, and 
the rest of the family, at the church, but that's all there is to see here Yank.”
I wasn't about to let him avoid my question. “But why did she leave Banavie? You say everyone's heard
of her leaving, so why is it that one young woman leaving a small town like this is remembered?”
Jamie's eyes, which had darted everywhere while he was talking to me, became even more determined 
not to look my way. “Ah, well, old stories like that get handed down….”
“But why? What was so special about my great-grandmother?”
That did it. Jamie started sliding towards the end of the bench he was sitting on opposite me, sliding 
away so he could get out of the small booth we shared. “I'm sorry, but I've to be going now. It's good to 
see someone who's family came from here return, but...”
I'd seen Jamie's eyes following every tray full of drinks that passed us, so I decided to play my trump 
card. “I'm sorry, my manners are slipping. I haven't offered to 'stand you a pint'. I think that's how you 
say offer to buy someone a drink over here, isn't it?”
It worked. Jamie stopped trying to get out of the booth and moved back in front of me. “Well, if you're 
willing to buy me a drink, I'd be happy to have it. But I'd much rather a wee drop a' whiskey than a 
pint, if that's all right with you.”
If it got the old man to open up, I'd have bought him a case of whiskey. “Of course, and you being the 
local expert, I'll let you pick a good whiskey for both of us.”

#
Jamie upended the whiskey bottle, the last few drops making tiny rings on the surface of the amber 
liquid that filled his glass to the brim. He sat it down with exaggerated care, slowly took up his glass, 
and cocked it ever so slightly towards me. “Ta yer health, sir!” he said, as he had at the beginning of 
every glass before. Now, his words were badly slurred and his accent more pronounced. That he was 
still upright amazed me. I was nursing my second glass of Ben Nevis Blue Label, and my head was 
starting to spin. The rest of the bottle, plus a pair of 'tots' he'd drunk before I ordered the bottle, were all
inside Jamie. But he raised the glass to his lips with hands as steady as mine, and drank a third of the 
glass in one slow swallow. When he lowered it, I made one final try at getting him to talk.
“So, Jamie, you were going to tell me about my great-grandmother...”
Bleary eyes fixed mine. “I was not! Why would I tell a Yank about the...” Jamie stopped, blushing and 
clearly flustered that he'd nearly said something he wasn't supposed to. I decided to press my luck and 



see if I could bluff him.
“You were going to tell me about The Tree, the one that told my great-grandmother about the man she'd
marry. So why don't you start?”
Those blood-shot eyes widened, then narrowed. “Och, you're jokin'. No outsider knows about The 
Tree.”
“But I do! My great-grandmother wrote about it in her diary, about how it told her she would meet the 
love of her life in London, at Paddington Station. All I'm asking for is a chance to go there, see The 
Tree, and maybe offer thanks for setting my ancestor on the right path. Is that wrong?”
Jamie's eyes narrowed to thin strips, and I began to suspect he might have seen through my bluff. Then 
he shook his head and took another, deeper drink of whiskey before answering me. “Tha' silly chit, 
writin' somethin' like tha' down. No one outside of Banavie is ever supposed ta know 'bout the 
Prophesy Tree.”
So my guess was right. But he still hadn't told me anything about the actual tree. Time to press it to the 
limit. “Well, she did, and I know about the Prophesy Tree. Would you be willing to take me there, so I 
can pay respects for my dead great-grandmother?”
That got a reaction from Jamie, not the one I'd expected. His eyes widened, and he recoiled like I'd just 
pulled a gun on him. “No, not in a million years!” He relaxed slightly and leaned forward to close the 
distance between us. I did the same, and he muttered. “”Sides, I dinna know where th' tree is. Only ol' 
MacGilleain knows where tis, an' I don' think ye kin get 'im to tell ye.”
Jamie leaned back, glass in hand again, and drained its contents in a gulp. He placed it on the table like 
it were made of spun smoke, then with a drunken grin, pitched forward, unconscious before his face hit
the wood between us. None of the other patrons seemed surprised by this, so I settled my tab, asked the
bartender to arrange for Jamie to be taken home, and adjourned to my bed and breakfast.
How was I going to find someone based on their last name, even in a small town like this? My smart 
phone, when I queried it, came back with several people who had that name, but none of them lived in 
Banavie. One, though, did live nearby, and when I asked for directions to his house, I found it located 
in a small valley not far from the base of Ben Nevis. The map showed a road leading up to it, but based
on the driving I'd done to date, that tiny, crooked yellow ribbon couldn't be much more than a pave goat
path. “Not something you should be tackling half drunk.” I told myself as I kicked off my shoes and lay
down.
I'd planned to get undressed and take a shower before going to bed the night before. The rising late 
Summer  Sun, slanting through my window, woke me. My head felt like a group of tiny men with huge 
hammers were inside it, trying desperately to beat their way out. The taste in my mouth was 
indescribable, like what I imagine having a herd of Highland cattle driven across your tongue might 
taste like. About the only plus was that my stomach showed no signs of rebelling, one of things I liked 
least about getting drunk.
Last nights clothing off, I got under the shower head and didn't mind the time it took the water to warm.
The initial icy downpour helped wake me the rest of the way up, and brought back what I'd learned the 
night before. Now, I had to find out of the MacGilleain my phone had found was the same one Jamie 
had hinted at. I scrubbed myself down, letting my mouth fill with water from the shower a couple of 
times to help rinse some of the foulness out of it. “Time I got ready to face the next stage of my 
search.”

#
The road that climbed away from the A82 was almost as bad as I'd imagined it to be. It wasn't a paved 
goat path, but a single lane road, a narrow strip of pavement that followed a tortuous path through the 
bleakly beautiful Scottish hills. Here was not a place to take your eyes off the road to consult a phone 
for directions, so I was reduced to listening to the annoying voice telling me what to do.
“In fifty meter, turn left. In ten meters, turn right.”
No roads lead off the one I followed, making all those directions redundant. “To borrow the English 



line, would you sod off!” I growl at the senseless hunk of electronics. It ignores me, so I do what I can 
to tune it out. The road begins to climb, its back and forth rambling giving way a series of sweeping 
climbs up steep rocky hillsides, each one ending in a hair-pin turn. The sky begins to change as well. 
When I'd left Banavie, nothing beyond a scattering of clouds marred an otherwise perfect day. Now, 
with the mountains growing around me, the clouds joined into an uninterrupted deck of dark gray. 
Another turn, and the first raindrop spatters down on my windshield. It soon has plenty of company. 
The rain grows in intensity, becoming an unbroken sheet of that blocks out everything beyond a few 
hundred feet ahead. And still the road climbs.
I'm in the middle of nowhere, driving on what to me is the wrong side of the road with increasingly bad
visibility. Is there another car coming down this narrow path? A moment's break in the rain, and I find 
myself hoping there isn't. Below me, just inches from the door, I have a view down the hill. I can see 
the road I've been climbing, a light snakelike path among the streaming rocks, and there is nothing to 
stop me from going over the edge. Opposite that terrifying view is a rough rock wall, a vertical slab of 
stone where the hillside has been carved away to make the road, and it is not much farther away than 
the drop. The rain closes about me, bringing both comfort and fear, and I continue my drive.
The rock wall grows lower, then drops away as I make a final turn onto a level space that stretches out 
of sight in the downpour. The road arrows into the center of that space, and I follow it, glad that I have 
encountered no other traffic. But now, my phone has gone silent, its annoying verbal barrage is no 
more. I slow to a stop and pick it up. It couldn't be the battery, not with it plugged into the car. The 
screen shows the winding path I had come up, but according to it, I had yet to finish the climb. I tap the
screen, and nothing happens. Closing the app, then opening it again brings the voice back, but now all 
it says is “Updating GPS, please wait.” over and over.
Outside, there is a final torrential rush of rain before it fades to drizzle. The road has climbed high 
enough that clouds surround me, leaving me as blind to my surroundings as when the rain poured 
down. My phone still complains that it can't update its GPS system, and I decide to continue without it. 
I keep my speed low, for while there is no deadly drop-off, stout dry stone walls now outline the road, 
leaving little room to dodge oncoming traffic. The ground seems flat, but my inner ear insists I am 
driving up a slope. And the road continues on, with no diversions or branches.
A shape, indistinct, appears out of the mist, and I slow in hope of a house, of some sign of other 
humans. What I see was a house, but is no more. Rough stone walls rise from rank weeds. No trace of a
roof remains. Empty holes, where once windows stood, flank a doorway that, incongruously, still holds 
a dark red door. I roll past the gap in the stone wall before that door and continue on, glad to put the 
desolate scene behind me.
The drizzle stops, and while the fog remains thick, I catch an occasional hint of what is around me. 
Steep, rocky slopes rise on either hand to disappear into the clouds. A swift stream rushes down, 
swirling below the road as it passes over a stone bridge with a weathered stone plaque bearing the date 
of 1823. A group of dirty white shapes stand in the grass beyond the wall, sheep grazing in this damp 
and dismal place, but no sheppard accompanies them. And the road continues on.
My mind begins to wander. My great-grandmother had written many times of her homeland. She had 
described the mist-shrouded mountains, but her words had made them feel like home. For me, who had 
grown up on the flat plains of the Midwest, they were an alien landscape, almost a scene from a 
nightmare. She had longed to see her native Highlands again, while I wanted nothing more than to find 
what I was looking for and get away from them.
The opening in the stone wall appeared and disappeared as I drove past it like the wall blinked. I step 
on the brakes, and the car skids, slewing to the left before coming to a stop. Reversing, I come before 
it. A pair of rough upright stones frame an opening hardly more than the width of the subcompact I'm 
in. Beyond it is a rutted path thick with weeds. There is no house visible, just the trail that disappears 
into the mist, but I know this is the path I must follow. How I know this I can't say, but my heart tells 
me this is the path I must follow. I work the car around, line up, and drive through those gateposts with 



fractions to spare.
“Well, I was wondering when I'd end up on a paved goat path. Now, I'm on an unpaved one.” Telling 
myself that, with the weeds scrap the undercarriage, does nothing to improve my confidence that I'll 
make it to where ever this road leads. At least there are no walls hemming me in, giving me hope that if
I meet someone coming down this rutted excuse for a road, I'll be able to get out of their way, A dark 
shape ahead resolves itself into a boulder the size of a garden shed, and the road jogs left to avoid it. It 
doesn't go back in its original direction, but continues up an increasingly steep slope. The road becomes
rougher, the ruts deeper. I hear a louder scrap from the underside of the car and know it's not weeds 
hitting. No, it's the central crown of the road, rising to the point where I'm barely clearing it, and ahead,
things are worse.
I stop and get out to examine the ground around the road. Uphill, it feels solid, but downhill, my foot 
tries to sink in as soon as I put my weight on it. “Oh well, at least there's enough room for me to get 
turned around on the solid side of the road.” I walk ahead and find my suspicions are correct. There are 
places where the crown of the road rises above the path by a distance that's halfway to my knees. So I 
can get turned around and go back, but I can't go forward, at least not in the car. But I still feel the 
impulse to follow this road, and rather than listen to reason, I decide to listen to my heart. The car 
humps across the crown as I crank the steering wheel all the way around and give it some gas. Three 
back-and-forth cuts and I've got it parked on the grassy shoulder facing downhill. I kill the engine, put 
the parking brake and emergency blinkers on before lock up.
The air is chilly, and seems to close around me like only a really dense fog does. I make my way to the 
road, my shoes soaking through from the dew on the grass. Down the hill, the weeds in the center of 
the road are sheered off inches from the ground. Uphill, beyond where they are beaten down by my 
turning around, they rise to my waist. No vehicle could come this way, not even a military Hummer, 
without leaving some sign of its passing. Yet I know without question that what I seek  is at the end of 
this road. So I walk, through the fog that swirls around me, climbing ever higher, and wondering how 
far I will go before reaching my destination.
Long before I see it, I hear the rush and gurgle of water grow on my right. In the stark, silence-
shrouded landscape, the sound of the normal world is welcome. Another dark shape grows before me, 
revealing itself to be a rock abutment, a bare heel of the surrounding hill that rises before me like a 
head-high cliff. Before it, the road bends again, a right turn far beyond a right angle. Now, the water 
does not rush, it roars. The rock fades into the mist, then returns. Before me, close beside the road, it 
rises in a vertical wall that disappears into the fog. A stream, strong with the recent rain, pours down, 
making a gray curtain that half covers the road. No way around it, not with the ground dropping away 
on the downhill side at an angle near vertical. All my surety that I was right were for this?
“So, this is what I came to find? A fucking gray rainbow on the side of a fucking Scottish hill?”
My words come back at me, a muffled echo from the rock before me, and I feel ashamed of myself. 
Great-grandmother walked this very road, and I have yet to complete the journey she succeeded in 
making. I walk towards the falling water and find the road continues beyond. I also see that provisions 
for those afoot have been made. A line of mossy, flat-topped stones rise from the stream feet from the 
drop-off, spaced to make a dry-footed crossing possible. I take them, one careful step at a time, feeling 
my feet shift with every movement. The fall is beside me, spray for it sprinkling, then running, down 
my neck.
A final step, and I'm across. The rock face the stream runs down drops back, a narrow beak of stone 
thrust from the hill behind it. Here the grass on the uphill slope ends at a stand of trees, huge shapes 
that peek through the fog and look as though they have stood since the hill arose. Is this what I seek? 
Does the tree my great-grandmother mentioned stand before me? No, I feel the same pull that has 
drawn me up this road. It is ahead of me, the thing I am looking for.
The road is no more, now it is nothing but a rough path through the grass and heather. Below me, the 
hill drops away less steeply, and my path no longer rises. The darkness begins to fade, and detail grow 



clearer, the fog begins to thin. I see a low structure ahead, but this is no rotting shell of a house. 
Whitewashed stone walls rise to a thick thatched roof. Windows, one with a candle burning behind it, 
fill their allotted openings. Smoke drifts towards me from the chimney, and I catch a whiff of earthiness
born on the breeze. The door is black, an unadorned surface that might as well be a portal unto eternal 
night. It opens, allowing a thin stream of light to illuminate the flagstone walk leading to it, and 
through it steps a man. He is tall, stooping to pass through the low door, and while he carries a heavy 
wooden cane, his steps are firm and sure. His white hair is long and done in a single ponytail, the beard 
that hides most of his lower face is cropped short. None of that would be out of place in any of the 
Scottish towns I have passed through, but what would is his dress. He looks like someone fresh from 
central casting, a Highlander of ages past. A tartan cape, one I mistake for all black but as he comes 
closer I see is actually shot through with fine lines of yellow and green, covers his shoulders. He wears 
a loosely ruffled shirt over a kilt of the same dark tartan pattern, and white socks, or hose, rise to his 
knees from heavy square-toed shoes. Our eyes are the same height, and as his fix on me, and I feel as 
though he is looking inside me, not at me. He smiles, holds out his hand, and addresses me.
“Beannachdan, coigreach, agus fàilte.”
I take his hand, and find his grip firm. “Umm, I'm sorry, but I don't understand you. Do you speak 
English?”
I feel like an idiot even as I speak, but the smile never fades. “Och, I can, but I ha' hopes ye might 
know the Scottish. Ah well, I won't ask what brings ye here. You were drawn here, weren't ye?”
“No, I came here because of something I read in a diary.”
His eyes narrow slightly, and I know he can see I'm not telling the whole truth. “Oh, tha's wha set you 
on the road, but tha's not wha drew you here, is it? I'll wager you didn't read how to get here in tha' 
diary, nor did it keep ye going when it looked like ye'd walked inta th' middle of nowhere. Am I 
wrong?”
“No, you're not. But how...”
The man gives me a sly wink. “You were touched by th' Tree, weren't you? Not you, precisely, but 
someone in your past.”
I nod, suddenly unsure of what I've walked into. He lets go of my hand and turns towards the house. 
“Well, come inside so ye can tell me the story in the dry. Fog like this only thins out when th' rain's 
about to come pouring down. So let's sit someplace warm while ye tell me everything.”
I follow him up the walk, lowering my head as does to avoid the low door sill. Up close, the door is not
plain. Upon it is an ornate knocker in the shape of a tree. Made of dull iron, the leafy boughs form an 
anchor plate, tapering down to a pair arms that are split above their joining with the trunk by hinges. 
The trunk hangs down to end in a spread of roots that serves as the handle. No rust defaces the 
mechanism, but the impression is of great age, as though it has hung here as long as the giant trees I 
glimpsed earlier. The inside of the house is warm and welcoming after my walk, and there is no sign of 
modern technology anywhere. The sole source of warmth is the fireplace, and it gives off no more than 
a dull light. A pair of candles flank a high-backed chair, a small pool of illumination in a room filled 
with shadows. It is into that chair that my host settles. He waves towards a small table.
“Bring a chair, an' sit yerself down by th' fire. There's more peat in th' basket, feel free to throw 'nother 
sod on th fire if ye're feeling th' chill.”
The chairs about the table are straight-backed, their wood grown dark with age, made smooth by use. I 
draw one to the fireside, see wickerwork basket sized for a large family filled with shaggy brown 
bricks, and pick one up. It is surprisingly light, and as it crumbles in my hand, the scent from the smoke
outside rises to greet me. I lay it atop others already on the grate and settle myself facing the old man. 
He watches me, waiting, it seems, for me to speak. So I oblige him.
“You said the tree draws those who have been touched by it to them. What did you mean?”
He leans towards me, eyes locked on me. “Aye, a good first question. Those th' tree favors with vision 
are forever linked to it, as are those who's lives spring from that connection.” He tilts his head, first to 



one side, then the other, before nodding. “Ye're Annag MacRae child, aren't you?” I kin see her in your 
eyes, and the shape of yer nose.
How would this man know what my great-grandmother looked like? There's not a single photo of her 
in our whole family. “No, I'm her great-grand child. Annie is the name she's remembered by, and she's 
been dead nearly a hundred years now.”
The old man leans back, shaking his head. “A hundred years? Och, has it been so long in th' world 
outside? But no mind. The Tree's drawn you back, as it does ever'one.”
“Wait, wait, are you trying to tell me you knew Annie? That's impossible! You might be old, but there's 
no way you're that old.”
But the old man smiles at me as he nods. “Aye, you're right...I wa' a hundred years old a'fore Annag's 
fathers-father wa' even a hope in his father's heart. I've been here been far beyond all their lives, and 
until time itself stops, I will remain here.”
“Are you telling me you're immortal?”
The smile grows sly. “Ah, not 'immortal', at least not at first. I was a young man when I first touched 
The Tree and it granted me my sole vision. It showed me this house, this wee glen, and it showed me 
myself as I am now. I knew the moment I had the vision that I would see this place, and that here I 
would live far beyond the span of mortal men.”
Now I was confused. “You said the Tree 'showed' you this place...but isn't the Tree here?”
“Oh, it is, yes, right here, not far from us at all.”
“Then how could it have shown you this place if it's already here?”
The old man threw his head back and let out a laugh that shook the candle flames on either side of him.
He continued, until with a slap to his knobby bare knee, he wiped his eyes and spoke to me again. “The
Tree's here because I brought it here, ye young fool. De I have ta spell it out for ya?”
“But it's not here! I saw the only trees, yet the feeling that drew me here drew me beyond them. So 
where is this mystical Tree?”
The old man rolls up first one sleeve, then the other. The arms under them are pocked with white scars, 
ranging from snowy freckles near his wrist to larger, ugly circles and lines farther up. “I earned each o' 
these, at me own forge. I wa' considered th' best smith in all the glens, and one night I wa' woke by a 
sound like thunder, but there wa' never a drop o' rain. Th' next day, my laird came round. He had a 
black rock th' size o' me head, an' said it'd felled a yew tree a'fore his house. He thought it were iron, 
and he wanted me to make it into a sword. He thought anything tha' could cleave a yew could do th' 
same to a man.” He shakes his head, eyes unfocused. “The MacLoed he wa', an' he wa' a man o' blood. 
I knew before I touched it tha' MacLoed would use th' sword I made ta start a feud wi' one a' the 
neighborin' clans. He were ne'er happy wi' just the few glens he ruled. His father wa' wi' The Bruce, an' 
MacLoed always thought his father should'a been given more when The Bruce came to th' throne. Then
he laid it in me hands, an' I saw it. My future. Bu' I knew I could'na just walk away from the like of 
MacLoed. So I promised him a sword, an' I made one too...just not fra' his precious rock. He took't ta 
raidin', an' one o' th' Campbell clan cut him down like a stalk o' rye.”
The pieces dropped into place, and I looked towards the front door of the cottage. “So the Tree is...”
“Aye, it's me knocker. I thought it fittin' ta turn it inta a tree, wha' wi' it havin' felled one. Those as ha' 
the courage ha' come here since, to speak ta me, thinkin' I know where th' tree is. Th' Tree decides, or 
maybe Fate, who're blessed with a vision. If they're ta ha' a vision, they use th' knocker; if not, they beat
on the door 'til I tell'em ta sod off.”
It made an almost cruel sort of sense, but I was left with a singular question. “But that doesn't explain 
how you've lived all this time. My great-grandmother lived a long life for her time, but she barely 
passed the biblical 'three-score-and-ten'. What's kept you alive all this time?”
“I dinna know. I think time runs a bit different in this glen. Ta me, it feels like Annag wa' here just a few
days ago. I know th' trees near ne'er drop their leaves, bu' when I came here ta build me cot, they acted 
like normal trees. Maybe me Tree does som'thin' ta time.” He stops, looks me over again. “Ye've ne'er 



asked ta touch it, I see. Why is tha', I wonder.”
Now that the puzzle was solved, now that I knew what had taken my ancestor away from here native 
land, I found myself uneasy. Not just with the idea that a piece of meteorite might have the power to 
grant a person a vision of their future, but with this entire house and everything about it. Especially the 
ancient man in front of me. He continues to watch me, waiting in silence for what I will say, what I will
do, next. And all I want to do is run. I want away from this place, from this timeless man and this piece 
of Scotland that feels frozen in time.
“I...just wanted to find out why my ancestor ended up in America, what drove her to leave her home. 
And I have.” I stand far quicker than I'd intended, the panic in the back of my mind taking hold, driving
my impulse to fly from this cottage. I fight down the urge to run for the door. “Thank you for your help,
and for your hospitality, but I've taken enough of your time. Good day, Mr. MacGilleain.” I don't offer 
him my hand, I walk to the door as swiftly as I can without breaking into a run.
Outside, the sky is clear and the Sun has set. Both the flags and grass are dry, the latter with that dusty 
coating that speaks of a long period of dry weather. But it had all been damp when I'd entered the 
cottage. I strike the path down the hill, only to find that the waterfall is now little more than a  trickle 
over the upper rock face. Below it, the stream bed shows fresh growth, as though the surrounding 
vegetation has taken sudden advantage of the lack of flowing water to expand into the stream bed. A 
single, none-too-long step carries me across the stream without the need for the stepping stone, and I let
myself break into a trot, hoping to escape this place.
In the fading light, the weeds in the middle of the road look wilted, as though they have endured a long 
drought. I make the turn that carries the road downhill, but when I reach the spot where I am sure I left 
the car, I find nothing. I keep going, sure I will find it eventually, but I don't. As the last light is leaving 
the midnight blue sky, I come to the road. It is strange, not the tarmac I remember driving, but an 
absolutely smooth surface like a continuous sheet of gray plastic. It's miles to the A82, so far I'm not 
sure I could cover the distance if I pushed myself through the night. I'm tempted to sit down and wait 
for a passing car, but waiting for a ride on this deserted stretch of road seems like the definition of a 
forlorn hope. And more than anything, I want away from here. So I begin walking down the middle of 
the road, sure that I'll see, or at least hear, any vehicle before it become a hazard. The Moon begins to 
rise, casting a pale light over the scenery around me. Then I hear something. I whistling sound unlike 
anything I've ever heard before. It seems to be behind me, but what it is, I can't tell. It grows stronger, 
like it were approaching, but I see no lights, not a sign of a vehicle approaching. Then, I catch a glint of
moonlight reflecting off something. Another, closer, and as my mind begins to realize something is 
coming down the road at me, a dark shape appears. I have a moment to marvel at how fast, and how 
silently, it is moving, then I feel it hit me. There is a moment's pain, then it disappears and I am left to 
marvel at how the starry sky seems to wheel over me before I hit the ground, and all sense leaves me.

#
Ian knew he should have had his pod's onboard sensors fixed, but the malfunctioning ones were only 
for night-time use, and he rarely drove after dark. So here he was, stopped in the dark, sitting in the 
middle of the glide-road between Banavie and Torcastle because he'd run late leaving Torcastle. 
Without the radar and other navigation sensors, the pod hadn't detected...whatever the hell it was Ian 
had hit. But did he really want to get out and see what he'd run into. Modern paint carried taggers, so 
the farmer who'd lost a sheep would know who's pod had killed it. And because he'd left the scene of an
accident involving destruction of property, Ian would face charges. Worse, his pod would be inspected, 
and when it was found he'd been operating it without all the safety equipment working, his problems 
would get exponentially worse.
“Open access port.” he commanded, and the pod obeyed, letting in the cool outside air. There was a 
torch under the seat, and he withdrew it before examining the front. Ian blessed his luck that there 
weren't any pieces of sheep or any other animal smeared across the leading edge, then began retracing 
the pod's path. Maglev vehicles could stop quickly, and Ian had gone only a few steps before he saw the



shoe. It was an old-fashioned one, something he remembered his father favoring known as a 'trainer'. It 
was in the middle of the road, and Ian's blood ran cold. Had he struck a person? Pods were supposed to 
be designed to cue in on humans and do everything possible to keep from hitting them. But what if 
more than just his radar and front lights were malfunctioning?
Ian swept his torch beam around, hoping against hope that he would see nothing. What he did see, 
when the beam of light played across it, looked like a bundle of old clothing thrown against the dry 
stone wall beside the road. Then he saw the blood, and his stomach betrayed him. Doubling over, he 
heaved, then again, and supper came spewing out his mouth. Another clinch of muscles, and more of 
his stomach's contents splattered on the guideway. A third time, and all that came out was a thin stream 
of foul-tasting liquid. Ian spit, trying to get the taste out of his mouth, then raised his wrist to his mouth.
“Call the police, emergency number.” The phone/browser/tracker sputtered, ticeshen replied. “Calling 
emergency services.” The double-chirp of the phone ringing came clear in the still night air, then the 
too polite female voice of an automated system answered. “This is Torcastle Emergency Services, how 
may I help you?”
“I need to speak to an officer.”
“Did you say need to speak to an officer?”
Ian fought the desire to scream at the phone. “Yes, I need to speak to an officer. I've had an accident on 
the Banavie-Torcastle secondary guideway...I think I might have struck a pedestrian.”
There was a silence, then a loud click followed by a bored voice. “This is Constable Owens. Did you 
say you'd struck a pedestrian?”
“Yes, officer, I did...and I think he might killed them.”
The voice, when it replied, had not a trace of boredom in it. “I have your location and your identity 
entered, so if you attempt to flee, you'll be regarded as a wanted fugitive in a felony criminal act. I've 
dispatched one of our patrol pods, it should be there momentarily. While we wait, I need you to answer 
a few questions.”
The questions were what Ian had expected: What had he been doing at the time of the accident? Had he
overridden the pod's safety protocols? Had he been aware that operating a pod with faulty sensors was 
a punishable offense? Constable Owens was telling him the time he faced for the charges he'd already 
admitted to when Ian spotted the flashing blue lights of the patrol pod boring through the night. Like all
other emergency service vehicles, the patrol pod wasn't bound by the speed limits other vehicles were. 
Ian felt the pressure wave it generated buffet him as the craft came to a stop a scant two meters from 
him. Its access panel opened, and a young woman climbed out, adjusting the archaic but still regulation
hat on her head as she approached him.
“I'm Patrol Officer Morris. I take it you're Ian Ivers?”
“Yes, Officer. The man I struck is over there. I haven't approached him, but I haven't heard him move. 
Is he dead?”
“I don't know, but for now, I'm placing you under arrest for vehicular manslaughter. Please turn away 
from me and put your hands behind your back.”
Ian did as he was told and felt the cold metal of the restraints close around his wrists. “By law, I must 
warn you that if you attempt to flee, the restraints will deliver a shock strong enough to disable you if 
you exceed five meters distance from me. I must also warn you that I can activate the shock system if I 
feel you are acting in a threatening manner. Do you understand these warnings?”
“Yes, officer, but if I'd intended to flee, why would I have called emergency services?”
“I can't speculate as to your actions or motives, sir, I'm just here to gather facts.” Her tracker had a 
small torch in it, and she shone this towards where Ian knew the body lay. When she found it, she 
extinguished the light and spoke into her tracker. “This is Officer Theresa Morris, ID 772, requesting 
the dispatch of a crime scene unit to my GPS location. Vehicular manslaughter, one victim.” She tapped
the face of the tracker, then did it again. “Victim either does not have a tracker, or the unit was damaged
in the accident. I shall make a preliminary examination to try to get an ID, so tell the technicians they'll 



have to screen for my DNA on the victim. Stand by, Central.”
Ian watched the officer as she turned her light back on and approached the still form. In the quiet night 
air, he could hear everything she said to her listening colleagues. “Victim does not appear to be wearing
a tracker, and there is no evidence of one near the body.” He saw her reach out and pull the body over, 
then saw her let it fall back. “Face is too badly damaged to use for recognition purposes. I will search 
the body for any identifying marks or distinctive items.” 
The silence stretched longer this time as the officer searched the body. She stopped at a bulge in the 
rear trouser pocket. “Central, the victim is carrying an old-fashioned wallet.” She opened it and began 
rifling through its contents. “Victim has paper money, old-fashioned English pound notes! There's an 
ID of some sort here, give me a second to extract it.”
Ian could understand the surprise. Scotland had declared independence from England twenty years ago,
and even in England, nobody used physical money anymore. Where had this man come from? He got 
part of his answer as the officer read the ID she'd found.
“The victim has what looks like an old-fashioned American state drivers license, dated as issued in 
2019. It was issued by the state of Iowa, in the name of Paul Armando Sanchez, who resided at 328 
South Central Street, in the city of Carswells Corner.”
For the first time, the tracker squawked out a reply. “Repeat, did you say your victim was carrying the 
identification of Paul Armando Sanchez?”
“Yes sir, and while his face is a bit too much of a mess to make an ID from the photo, the description 
on the license matches the body. Why do you ask?”
“Because, Officer Morris, you may have solved a missing person case that's been on the books for over 
60 years. Mr. Sanchez was reported missing in 2019, and his rental car was found less than a kilometer 
from your current coordinates. I wonder where the old boy's been hiding all these years...and how a 
man that old could have stumbled into a guideway in the middle of nowhere in the middle of the night.”
Ian had gotten a good enough look at the body to know the dead man wasn't much older than he was. 
Officer Morris clearly felt the same way.
“Central, I don't know who this is, but it can't possibly be a man who'd be, what, at least 98 years old. 
The victim appears to be a man in his early thirties, if dressed a bit oddly.”
“What do you mean? Describe how the victim is dressed.”
The light played over Sanchez's still form. “White, I think they called them polo shirts, blue jeans that 
look as though they're less than a year old and black laced cloth shoes...didn't they used to call them 
'trainers'?”
The voice from Central did not respond immediately, but when it did, Ian could hear the anger in it. 
“Officer Morris, have you been reading the case file on this disappearance?”
“No,sir, I haven't!”
There was a sigh from the tracker. “Then maybe you can explain how your description is a words-for-
word match to the description given by the last person to see Mr. Sanchez alive. Never mind. Just stay 
there, guard your prisoner, and hope the lab techs can sort out how a man can be missing all this time 
and not age a day.”


